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Beta diversity is an important concept used to describe turnover in species composition across a 23 
wide range of spatial and temporal scales, and it underpins much of conservation theory and 24 
practice. Although substantial progress has been made in the mathematical and terminological 25 
treatment of different measures of beta diversity, there has been little conceptual synthesis of 26 
potential scale-dependence of beta diversity with increasing spatial grain and geographic extent of 27 
sampling. Here, we evaluate different conceptual approaches to the spatial scaling of beta diversity, 28 
interpreted from ‘fixed’ and ‘varying’ perspectives of spatial grain and extent. We argue that a 29 
‘sliding window’ perspective, in which spatial grain and extent covary, is an informative way to 30 
conceptualise community differentiation across scales. This concept more realistically reflects the 31 
varying empirical approaches that researchers adopt in field sampling and the varying scales of 32 
landscape perception by different organisms. Scale-dependence in beta diversity has broad 33 
implications for emerging fields in ecology and biogeography, such as the integration of fine-34 
resolution eco-genomic data with large-scale macroecological studies, as well as for guiding 35 
appropriate management responses to threats to biodiversity operating at different spatial scales. 36 
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Beta diversity is an important concept used in its broadest sense to describe variation in species 45 
identities from site to site (Anderson et al., 2011). As a consequence, beta diversity is fundamental 46 
to community ecology and underpins conservation theory and practice (Gering et al., 2003; Kraft et 47 
al., 2011). The concept itself is often thought of in coarse (but intuitive) terms as ‘species turnover’. 48 
Yet, a surprisingly wide variety of definitions and approaches to the analysis of beta diversity has 49 
emerged since Whittaker (1960) first introduced the concept. Since then, there has been an 50 
explosion of reviews and commentaries by diverse authors attempting to clarify important issues of 51 
analysis and terminology, with much recent success (e.g. Jost, 2007; Jurasinski et al., 2009; 52 
Baselga, 2010b; Tuomisto, 2010b; Tuomisto, 2010a; Anderson et al., 2011). Unfortunately, the 53 
same level of attention has not yet been given to other, equally fundamental, conceptual issues 54 
surrounding scale-dependence in the patterns and processes driving variation in beta diversity 55 
among sampling units at different spatial scales of observation, or among communities of organisms 56 
that perceive their environment at different spatial scales. As a consequence, there is as yet, no 57 
general framework for describing the spatial scaling of beta diversity. 58 
Ecologists typically measure scale in terms of grain and extent (Nekola & White, 1999; 59 
Whittaker et al., 2001). Within biogeography, there is extensive evidence for variation in the spatial 60 
patterns and processes driving alpha diversity at different spatial grain and extent (Palmer & White, 61 
1994; Rosenzweig, 1995; Whittaker et al., 2001; Field et al., 2009). For example, at very fine 62 
scales, alpha diversity increases quickly with spatial extent due to high variation in stochastic 63 
species occupancy patterns among sampling units, and deterministic variation in species responses 64 
to habitat heterogeneity. At intermediate scales, diversity increases more slowly with spatial extent 65 
as fewer new species are encountered relative to the regional pool. Meanwhile, at very large scales, 66 
species diversity increases more quickly again across biogeographic regions with distinct geological 67 
barriers and evolutionary histories (Whittaker et al., 2001; Hortal et al., 2010). Although there is 68 
recognition that spatial grain and extent also have important influences on the measurement and 69 
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interpretation of beta diversity (Nekola & White, 1999; Steinbauer et al., 2012), the patterns and 70 
processes shaping the spatial scaling of beta diversity have not yet been thoroughly explored. 71 
There are two main approaches that can be used to conceptualise spatial variation in beta 72 
diversity: (i) the distance-decay of community similarity, and (ii) the partitioning of species 73 
diversity into alpha and beta components. Distance-decay studies regress pair-wise measures of 74 
sample-unit similarity against pair-wise spatial distance, and parameterise a ‘slope’ that indicates 75 
the relative change in compositional similarity through geographic space (Nekola & White, 1999). 76 
Diversity partitioning studies, meanwhile, derive aggregate measures of beta diversity (e.g. 77 
Whittaker’s (1960) multiplicative beta or Lande’s (1996) additive beta) from the relationship 78 
between mean alpha diversity in a sample-unit of a given grain versus gamma diversity from all 79 
sampling units at their combined extent, and indicates the average diversity not found in any one 80 
sampling unit (Veech & Crist, 2010). The effective number of compositionally-dissimilar sampling 81 
units (the ‘true’ beta diversity of Tuomisto et al. 2010a) could be applied in a similar 82 
(multiplicative) partitioning approach. When applied across multiple scales of sampling (i.e. 83 
sampling units that are progressively aggregated upwards), diversity partitioning can thus give 84 
insight into the scales at which beta diversity might be higher or lower.  85 
 A key difference between these two approaches is that the distance-decay relationship is 86 
often used to describe directional turnover in species composition, and therefore could be viewed as 87 
dissociating aggregate measures of beta diversity into a spatially explicit form. In contrast, diversity 88 
partitioning need not be directional, and can give information about variation in species 89 
composition among sampling units at different spatial scales. Both of these approaches have 90 
advantages for addressing particular kinds of research questions (Anderson et al., 2011). However, 91 
recent work by Steinbauer et al. (2012) highlighted an important limitation of the distance-decay 92 
approach when varying the grain or extent of sampling. Specifically, they showed in model 93 
simulations with constant extent of study area, but increasing sample-unit size, that a low slope of 94 
the distance-decay relationship may be found in contrasting situations of either very small sample-95 
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unit size or very large sample-unit size. When sample-unit size is very small (relative to the study 96 
area), even neighbouring sampling units may be very dissimilar due to high variability in species 97 
occupancies, resulting in low decay in space. Meanwhile, when sample-unit size is very large, there 98 
can be high similarity even between very distant sampling units due to an increased chance of 99 
detecting species far from their spatial optima, thus resulting once again in low apparent decay in 100 
space (but for very different reasons) (Steinbauer et al. 2012).  101 
Given these considerations, the slope of the distance-decay function and the aggregate beta 102 
measures obtained from diversity partitioning are not necessarily going to be telling the same story. 103 
As Steinbauer et al. (2012) point out, the current spatially-explicit approaches used in distance-104 
decay functions are not robust enough to generalise across spatial scales.  105 
In this paper, we take a diversity-partitioning approach to scaling and focus on the 106 
interacting effects of grain and extent on aggregate measures of beta diversity. We explore different 107 
approaches to conceptualising the effects of spatial scale on beta diversity, interpreted from ‘fixed’ 108 
and ‘varying’ perspectives of spatial grain and extent, and discuss the implications of these for 109 
understanding variation among communities of different organisms, and for targeting conservation 110 
management at different spatial scales.   111 
 112 
THE IMPORTANCE OF SCALE 113 
Any putative scaling relationship will be intimately dependent on the spatial scales that are set, or 114 
observed, for both alpha and gamma diversity. Absolute scales at which alpha and gamma diversity 115 
should be measured have proven elusive. This is partly because ecologists have widely varying 116 
objectives in addressing different research questions, and partly because species perceive and 117 
respond to the world at widely varying spatial scales (Wiens, 1989; Palmer & White, 1994). 118 
Consequently, alpha diversity is typically defined as the base sampling unit at a particular ‘site’ 119 
(often representing the spatial grain of the study), while gamma diversity is defined as the sampling 120 
area that is the aggregate of all sampling units (often representing the spatial extent of the study). 121 
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These choices of spatial grain and extent of sampling are (or at least should be) influenced by the 122 
biology of the particular taxon of interest, commonly the size or presumed dispersal capacity. For 123 
example, bacterial (Martiny et al., 2011) and soil faunal communities (Nielsen et al., 2010) are 124 
often quantified in sampling units of square centimetres, arthropod communities in sampling units 125 
of square metres (Kaspari et al., 2010), and mammal communities in sampling units of square 126 
kilometres (Svenning et al., 2011). In practice, there is also a strong tendency for spatial grain and 127 
extent to be positively correlated (co-varying across studies). This is because ecologists often aim to 128 
select a scale of field sampling that reflects the biology of the organisms being studied. Of course, 129 
ecological studies use a variety of data in addition to the direct sampling mentioned above. This 130 
includes checklists and atlases of species occurrences, which also will affect the spatial grain of the 131 
sampling units (Hortal, 2008). 132 
It is tempting to see the choices made in the selection of spatial grain and extent as 133 
constraints on our ability to measure and interpret beta diversity. Indeed, this problem was 134 
highlighted by Nekola & White (1999), and also in the recent modelling study by Steinbauer et al. 135 
(2012), who suggested that the ecological mechanisms driving variation in distance-decay 136 
relationships may potentially be overshadowed by the effects of sampling at different spatial grains 137 
or study extents. For these reasons, a thorough understanding of the ways in which spatial grain and 138 
extent might affect observed patterns of beta diversity is critical for its proper interpretation. We 139 
suggest that a ‘spatial window’ of observation, defined by the spatial grain of sampling units and 140 
the spatial extent of the study area, is an appealing and informative prerequisite for developing any 141 
general model of the scaling of beta diversity. Our impression is that a ‘spatial window’ of 142 
observation is implicit in most (if not all) previous beta diversity studies, but has not been 143 
formalised explicitly into a model of spatial scaling.  144 
In general terms, there are three ways in which this spatial window might vary, depending 145 
on the objectives of the study and the research questions being addressed. First, one might hold 146 
spatial grain constant while increasing spatial extent (Fig. 1a). This idea underpins the species-area 147 
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relationship, and might be used in the partitioning of species diversity for the same taxa across 148 
geographic scales (Gering et al., 2003). Second, one might hold spatial extent constant while 149 
varying spatial grain (Fig. 1b), such as might occur when comparing samples of different taxa 150 
sampled at different scales but within the same geographic area. Third, one might vary both spatial 151 
grain and extent in the generalised case of a ‘sliding window’, such as when comparing samples of 152 
different taxa taken at various spatial scales in different geographic areas (Fig. 1c). 153 
 154 
A GENERAL MODEL FOR THE SCALING OF BETA DIVERSITY 155 
Mechanistically, variation in diversity at local, regional or global scales is typically ascribed to 156 
differing processes operating at different spatial scales (Table 1). These mechanisms can help 157 
inform our a priori expectations for how beta diversity might vary among sampling units drawn at 158 
each of these scales. In some cases, these expectations have been shown to coincide with a triphasic 159 
form of the species-area relationship (Rosenzweig, 1995), which we use as a starting point for 160 
discussion on the scaling of beta diversity (but note that our conclusions are not dependent on the 161 
specific form that the SAR might take). Typically, species richness increases rapidly at local scales 162 
as new sampling units are incorporated, due to high variation in stochastic species occupancy 163 
patterns among sites, and deterministic variation in species responses to habitat heterogeneity 164 
(Table 1). Beta diversity might therefore be expected to be high among sampling units drawn from 165 
within local areas. At regional scales, species richness increases more slowly as fewer new species 166 
are encountered relative to the regional pool. Consequently, beta diversity might be lower among 167 
sampling units at regional scales, and the rate of increase from local scales might slow. At large 168 
global scales, species richness increases again as new species are encountered across biogeographic 169 
regions with distinct geological and evolutionary histories (Table 1). Therefore, beta diversity might 170 
be higher among sampling units drawn from different continents than among sampling units drawn 171 
from within a single region.  172 
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 It is important to note that the ‘beta diversity’ we refer to here should not be considered 173 
synonymous with the rate of change in alpha diversity across scales. Ideally, models of the spatial 174 
scaling of beta diversity should reflect compositional dissimilarity that is statistically independent of 175 
the ‘true’ number of communities sampled (N) and of species richness, as these two variables are 176 
likely to change with spatial grain and extent. Whittaker’s beta diversity, calculated as βW = γ/ α, is 177 
relatively insensitive to species richness but not to community number (Jost, 2007; Baselga, 2010a). 178 
Thus, it is important to consider an appropriate normalized measure of differentiation to take 179 
variation in the number of communities, or sampling units, into account. Such a measure is one 180 
minus the multiple-site Sørensen index (Baselga, 2010b; Chao et al., 2012). This can be interpreted 181 
as the average among-sample dissimilarity at the specified scale, rather than an overall aggregate 182 
measure, and is useful to consider when comparing across taxa or regions with varying levels of 183 
richness and community number (Chao et al., 2012). 184 
We contrast these two measures of beta diversity, Whittaker’s beta (βW) versus one minus 185 
the multiple-site Sørensen index (βSør), in our proposed scaling curves below to highlight the critical 186 
importance of proper consideration of both community number and species richness. We adopt the 187 
approach of Chao et al. (2012) in developing our conceptual scaling curves on the theoretical 188 
assumption that N represents the number of ‘true’ communities with ‘true’ community parameters 189 
of species richness and relative abundances (Chao et al., 2012). We recognise that when scaling 190 
curves are constructed from empirical samples, as will be necessary in practice, then the number of 191 
sampling units will often incompletely represent the ‘true’ number of communities, and will require 192 
standardisation by rarefaction or extrapolation (Colwell et al., 2012). This must be considered prior 193 
to the calculation of a normalised differentiation measure, such as one minus the multiple-site 194 
Sørensen index (Chao et al., 2012), and will improve comparability of beta diversity values across 195 
different studies. 196 
We combine the ‘spatial window’ concepts introduced in Fig 1 with the putative 197 
mechanisms suggested to operate at different spatial scales described in Table 1, and propose a 198 
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series of conceptually different forms of the beta diversity scaling relationship, depending on 199 
whether one takes a ‘fixed’ or ‘varying’ perspective of spatial grain and extent (Fig. 2). We suggest 200 
that the form of these relationships is unlikely to be linear given the ecological mechanisms 201 
operating across local to global scales (Table 1), and might well be logistic in form. Here, we 202 
illustrate our arguments with a logistic form of the relationship (Fig. 2), but similar arguments could 203 
be made with exponential, logarithmic, or even linear relationships.  204 
The scaling relationships will also vary with the measure of beta diversity selected. First, we 205 
describe potential scaling curves using an aggregate measure of Whittaker’s multiplicative beta 206 
diversity. If spatial grain is fixed and spatial extent is allowed to increase, then beta diversity will 207 
naturally increase monotonically (Figs. 1a, 2a). Alternatively, if spatial extent is fixed and grain is 208 
allowed to vary, then beta diversity might be expected to decrease monotonically (Figs. 1b, 2b). 209 
That is, larger sample-unit areas will capture a larger portion of the community, and similarity 210 
between sampling units will increase. If both grain and extent are allowed to vary across spatial 211 
scales (a ‘sliding window’), then beta diversity might be expected to follow a concave parabolic 212 
scaling relationship (Figs. 1c, 2c), wherein dissimilarity among sampling units is higher at local and 213 
global scales, but lower at regional scales. 214 
The Whittaker’s beta scaling relationships, however, do not account for differences in the 215 
numbers of sampling units that are likely to occur at different spatial scales. At a comprehensive 216 
level of sampling, the number of sampling units will intrinsically decline as spatial grain increases, 217 
but increase as spatial extent increases. This will have a dramatic effect on the average ‘per-sample’ 218 
differentiation indicated by one minus the multiple-site Sørensen index. Thus, when spatial grain is 219 
small and spatial extent is large, very different values of beta diversity will be indicated by 220 
Whittaker’s beta compared with the multiple-site Sørensen index. We therefore show three 221 
additional curves indicating the likely relationships observed for a normalised differentiation 222 
measure such as one minus the multiple-site Sørensen index. What is immediately clear when using 223 
this type of average among-sample dissimilarity measure of beta diversity is that the curves will 224 
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exhibit the opposite scaling relationships to that of Whittaker’s beta diversity when either grain is 225 
fixed and extent varies (Fig 2d) or grain varies and extent is fixed (Fig 2e). Moreover, when extent 226 
is fixed at a large spatial scale, the increase in spatial grain is most likely to produce curves that 227 
approximate an exponential rather than logistic form (see dashed curves in Fig 2d and 2e). This 228 
implies that the shape of the scaling curves calculated from a normalised differentiation measure is 229 
unlikely to be the symmetrical opposite of its equivalent calculated from Whittaker’s beta. 230 
We reiterate that the logistic scaling relationship illustrated here is based on generalised 231 
assumptions about the underlying mechanisms detailed in Table 1. These assumptions, however, 232 
may not hold in all cases, and may not necessarily result in logistic beta scaling curves in all cases 233 
(particularly when using average among-sample dissimilarity measures of beta). We suggest that 234 
actual empirical scaling curves of beta diversity are likely to vary from simple linear to complex 235 
logistic relationships, depending on the range of spatial scales considered, the structure of the 236 
sampling design, the measure of beta diversity used, and the taxon or biogeographic areas being 237 
examined. Importantly, all underlying scaling assumptions for beta diversity appear to produce 238 
similar concave curves when grain and extent are allowed to co-vary using our ‘sliding window’ 239 
perspective (Fig 2c and 2f). 240 
 The three scaling approaches using the multiple-site Sørensen dissimilarity index outlined 241 
above (Fig 2 d, e, f) can be used to build a three-dimensional surface that shows the interactive 242 
effects of grain and extent on beta diversity across the full range of spatial scales (Fig. 3). Here, 243 
spatial grain and extent form the horizontal x- and y- axes, and beta diversity forms the vertical z-244 
axis (Fig 3). At the extremes, as either grain or extent tend to zero, then beta will be logically 245 
undefined. Similarly, when grain equals extent, then beta diversity must be zero, as no 246 
differentiation among sampling units is possible. Between these logical bounds, we interpolate the 247 
remainder of the 3D surface based on the representation of Figures 2 d, e, and f as two-dimensional 248 
vertical ‘slices’ through the three-dimensional surface. An equivalent (but inversely-shaped) 249 
response surface could be represented for Whittaker’s beta diversity. In essence, this reflects a 250 
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general form of the beta scaling relationship that might be expected for different study designs 251 
aimed at examining community turnover of different kinds of organisms, such as plants (Kraft et 252 
al., 2011), vertebrates (Svenning et al., 2011), or microbes (Martiny et al., 2011) along various 253 
geographical or environmental gradients. The value of a more general conceptual model for the 254 
spatial scaling of beta diversity will be to synthesise across these disparate studies. 255 
 256 
VARIATION IN THE SCALING OF BETA DIVERSITY ACROSS TAXA  257 
Few studies on beta diversity have focused on more than one taxon (Ferrier et al., 2004; Qian & 258 
Ricklefs, 2012). This has limited our appreciation of the importance of variation in the scaling of 259 
beta diversity across multiple and distinct taxa within and between ecological communities. There 260 
are few studies that explicitly compare patterns of beta diversity or endemism across disparate taxa, 261 
but evidence gained thus far suggests that divergent patterns exist. This may be because certain 262 
traits of organisms affect how they perceive and respond to their environment (Wiens, 1989) and 263 
how they are spatially distributed (Finlay et al., 2006). Therefore, strong differences in trait 264 
complexes among different taxa, such as body size, niche width, and dispersal ability, are likely to 265 
strongly influence their response to spatial heterogeneity in the environment (Wiens, 1989; Nekola 266 
& White, 1999; Soininen et al., 2007). For this reason, it is not surprising that studies have shown 267 
that species of large-bodied vertebrate taxa, for example, are often poor surrogates for species 268 
richness or endemicity of other taxa (Ferrier et al., 2004; Schuldt & Assmann, 2010).  269 
Regardless of which groups of organisms are compared, the scaling of beta diversity will not 270 
only be dependent on the spatial grain and extent of studies, but also on the traits of organisms 271 
being studied, and the environmental properties of the study environment (see Table 1). These ideas 272 
are also reflected in the ‘everything is everywhere, but the environment selects’ hypothesis, a topic 273 
of particular interest among microbial ecologists (Fontaneto, 2011). This debate centres on the 274 
relative roles of dispersal versus environmental selection in determining compositional variation 275 
through space, and thus levels of beta diversity at different spatial scales (Martiny et al., 2011). 276 
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However, it also has broader implications for our understanding of the interaction between 277 
organism traits and geographic scale. For example, if we consider geographic range size as a 278 
surrogate for dispersal, and niche width as a surrogate for environmental selection, there are 279 
situations in which different taxa will display different levels of beta diversity. For example, host-280 
specific parasites of large ungulates might have a narrow niche but a large geographic range size, 281 
whereas freshwater snails might have both a narrow niche and a small geographic range. In 282 
contrast, a generalist herbivore such as a locust, will have both a broad niche and large geographic 283 
range. But how do these different factors influence the shape of the scaling relationship for beta 284 
diversity? 285 
The wide divergence in key ecological traits between taxa suggests that a single idealised 286 
form of the beta diversity scaling relationship will not be appropriate for all taxa. We outline three 287 
qualitative predictions that stem from our generalised form of the beta diversity scaling relationship, 288 
and explore how three key traits: (i) body size, (ii) resource use specialisation, and (iii) dispersal 289 
capacity might affect beta diversity at different spatial scales. 290 
First, some groups of very small-bodied organisms, such as bacteria or protists, and to some 291 
extent insects, are vastly more numerous, diverse and compositionally heterogeneous than plants or 292 
vertebrates. Thus, a general scaling curve might change to show higher absolute beta diversity of 293 
communities of small organisms across the entire continuum of spatial scale relative to large-bodied 294 
organisms (prediction 1). Bacteria are several orders of magnitude smaller than insects, however, 295 
and consequently are small enough to be passively dispersed by air currents, for example. This 296 
means that some microbes actually have widespread distributions (Fontaneto, 2011), and even 297 
within groups of small organisms, there may be variation in potential beta diversity scaling curves 298 
Similarly, some migratory butterflies move hundreds of kilometres (Brower, 1961), and small 299 
insects are among the first organisms to colonise newly created volcanic islands (New, 2008). Size 300 
per se may therefore not necessarily predict dispersal capacity or range size, and therefore 301 
compositional turnover at different spatial scales.  302 
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Second, organisms will display very different resource use specialisation, and thus respond 303 
to environmental heterogeneity at different spatial scales. For example, some generalist birds may 304 
be able to persist in a wide variety of environments. Conversely, some arthropod groups will have 305 
very narrow resource use specialisation and track environmental gradients at very fine spatial scales 306 
(Kaspari et al., 2010; Nielsen et al., 2010). Thus, organisms with narrower resource specialisation 307 
will tend to have greater heterogeneity of occurrence at a given scale than organisms with wide 308 
resource use, such that a relatively small increase in the area sampled will result in a relatively rapid 309 
accumulation of new species. Thus, for organisms with wide resource use, a general scaling curve 310 
might change to show lower beta diversity values among fine-grained sampling units (prediction 2). 311 
Third, dispersal capacity will affect the ability of organisms to colonise suitable 312 
environments. Taxa with low average rates of dispersal might be expected to show lower average 313 
geographic range sizes and higher rates of local endemism, resulting in higher rates of species 314 
turnover at local to regional scales (Qian, 2009; Baselga et al., 2012). For communities with a high 315 
proportion of dispersal limited species, a general scaling curve might therefore be expected to show 316 
higher beta diversity values at small spatial scales (prediction 3). 317 
In reality, there is strong covariance in traits across phylogenetic lineages (Harvey & Pagel, 318 
1991), and we would expect taxa with distinct suites of size, dispersal or resource specialisation 319 
traits to produce different relative forms of the beta scaling relationship. It might be generalised, for 320 
example, that scaling relationships for some groups of organisms with small body size, narrow 321 
resource preference and low dispersal capacity will be quite different than for large, dispersive 322 
generalist species. We expect that the effect of these types of trait differences on the precise form of 323 
the beta diversity scaling relationship will be fertile ground for further empirical testing. 324 
 325 
IMPLICATIONS 326 
Our perspective on the spatial scaling of beta diversity will have important implications in many 327 
areas of ecology, including (i) the linking of macroecology with phylogeography and ecogenomics, 328 
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(ii) the design of new studies to understand community assembly at different scales, and (iii) the 329 
conceptual underpinning of multi-scale biodiversity management.  330 
First, dramatic reductions in the cost of gene sequencing are enabling much finer-grained 331 
assessment of microbial biodiversity across regions than ever before (Poole et al., 2012). This has 332 
broad implications for the integration of emerging fields, such as ecogenomics, with traditional 333 
macroecological studies. In the near future, we can envisage this filling a significant gap in the 334 
incorporation of fine-grained empirical data into macroecological studies over large spatial extents 335 
(Beck et al., 2012). Such integration may have further implications for phylogeography, and could 336 
provide new insights into processes driving community differentiation and endemism through space 337 
and time (Schmidt et al., 2011). 338 
Second, it is well established that different factors affect community assembly at different 339 
scales. For example, climate and historical factors can act as large scale filters, whereas habitat 340 
structure and dispersal can act as local filters on community assembly (see Table 1). Our ‘sliding 341 
window’ perspective on spatial grain and extent may provide a useful framework to design new 342 
studies, or meta-analysis of pre-existing datasets, to examine the relative effects of multiple filters 343 
on community assembly, and thus beta diversity, across multiple scales (Rajaniemi et al., 2006; 344 
Wang et al., 2009). 345 
Third, if beta diversity scaling relationships vary widely across disparate organisms, then 346 
conservation strategies will need to focus more explicitly on the requirements of multiple taxa at 347 
multiple spatial scales to prevent the loss of species (Lindenmayer & Franklin, 2002). Any credible 348 
plan for biodiversity conservation must maintain beta diversity (and the processes that shape it) 349 
across the full range of taxa and spatial scales. The only way to achieve this will be through multi-350 
scaled conservation approaches (Lindenmayer & Franklin, 2002). At present, conservation 351 
management is generally planned at ‘regional’ scales (Ferrier et al., 2004) and implemented for a 352 
small subset of biodiversity (typically vertebrates and plants) at ‘local’ scales (Bestelmeyer et al., 353 
2003). These local scales are almost invariably defined at human-perceived spatial grains within 354 
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landscapes (e.g. field or farm scales), which do not match the spatial scales of perception of the 355 
majority of organisms that are much smaller in size (Manning et al., 2004). Although there are 356 
some examples of reserves being created for threatened insect species (Brereton et al., 2008; Watts 357 
& Thornburrow, 2009), and some consideration of insects in conservation planning at multiple 358 
scales (Cabeza et al., 2010), there are limited examples of active management that considers the 359 
fine grained niche requirements of insect species within landscapes. Some examples where this has 360 
occurred include the enhancement of food resources within a forestry context (Gibb et al., 2006), 361 
addition of microhabitat complexity within a restoration context (Barton et al., 2011), or the 362 
planting of field margins in agricultural contexts (Pywell et al., 2011). By contrast, most 363 
management interventions at larger scales, such as tree plantings, may enhance only the perceived 364 
‘quality’ of habitat for a subset of vertebrates species at landscape scales (Cunningham et al., 2007). 365 
This may have limited or no effect on some groups of organisms that perceive and respond to plant 366 
composition at finer spatial scales (Tylianakis et al., 2006; Barton et al., 2010). This is not to say 367 
that management intervention at landscape scales is unimportant. Rather, interventions leading to an 368 
improvement in fine-scale habitat conditions within sites that are subsets of the larger landscape are 369 
more likely to affect the composition of diverse arthropod assemblages than landscape-scale 370 
interventions. In this sense, management interventions at different spatial scales should be seen as 371 
complementary, as they affect different suites of taxa. 372 
 373 
CONCLUSIONS 374 
By establishing some expectations for how beta diversity varies across spatial scales, the critical 375 
role that sampling and study design plays, and how these patterns might vary with organism traits, 376 
we hope to stimulate development of a more general framework for testing the processes structuring 377 
communities and ecosystems. This has broad implications for the integration of emerging fields, 378 
such as ecogenomics with traditional macroecological studies. We suggest there are also significant 379 
opportunities for conservation managers to make biodiversity gains if the spatial scaling of beta 380 
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diversity is properly considered across different taxa with contrasting traits, and incorporated into 381 
management actions at multiple spatial scales. High habitat specificity and poor dispersal ability are 382 
characteristics favour speciation and compositional turnover, but which are not typical of the 383 
charismatic vertebrates for which many reserve systems are designed. We argue that a greater 384 
understanding of the spatial scaling of beta diversity will be crucial for improving conservation 385 
theory and practice. Exploring the conceptual underpinnings of the spatial scaling of beta diversity 386 
will enable a deeper integration of biodiversity phenomena at vastly different scales and across 387 
distinct groups of organisms. 388 
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Table 1. A variety of different occupancy, bionomic, and biogeographic factors are suggested to 552 
drive beta diversity at different spatial scales (Whittaker et al., 2001; Ricklefs, 2004; Hortal et al., 553 
2010). 554 
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Figure 1. Interpretation of scale-dependence in ecological phenomena depends sensitively on how 559 
the spatial grain of sampling units and the spatial extent of the sampling area are defined and scaled 560 
(after Anderson et al. 2011). The ways in which spatial grain and extent may scale include (a) 561 
fixing the spatial grain of the sampling unit and varying the spatial extent of the sampling area, (b) 562 
fixing extent and varying the spatial grain of the sampling units, or (c) varying both spatial grain 563 
and extent together, giving a ‘sliding window’ of spatial observation. 564 

































Figure 2. Conceptual approaches to the spatial scaling of β-diversity can be derived from the 568 
interaction between sampling grain and study extent, which define the ‘spatial window’ of 569 
observation. The spatial grain of sampling units will define the scale of α-diversity, and the spatial 570 
extent of a study will define the scale of γ-diversity. However, different measures of beta diversity 571 
will produce different scaling curves. For a purely aggregate measure such as Whittaker’s 572 
multiplicative beta (βW = γ/α), then β-diversity will: (a) increase monotonically if the spatial scale 573 
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the spatial scale of γ-diversity is fixed, but the scale of α-diversity is allowed to vary; and (c) exhibit 575 
a concave parabolic curve if the spatial scales of both α and γ vary together (a ‘sliding window’). 576 
Aggregate measures of beta can be confounded by the number of sampling sites (N) compared, 577 
which intrinsically decline as spatial grain increases, but increase as spatial extent increases. A 578 
normalised measure of beta that controls for N, such as one minus the multiple-site Sørensen 579 
similarity index (βSor), will produce curves in the opposite direction to Whittaker’s beta diversity 580 
when either (d) grain, or (e) extent is fixed, representing the change in average dissimilarity among 581 
sampling units at that scale. The logistic scaling relationship illustrated here is based on generalised 582 
assumptions about the underlying mechanisms detailed in Table 1. These assumptions, however, 583 
may not hold in all cases, and we suggest that actual empirical scaling curves of beta diversity are 584 
likely to vary from simple linear to complex logistic relationships (dashed lines in (d), (e), and (f)), 585 
depending on the range of spatial scales considered, the structure of the sampling design, the 586 
measure of beta diversity, and the taxon or biogeographic areas being examined. Importantly, both 587 
measures of beta diversity will produce the same concave curve when grain and extent are allowed 588 





Figure 3. A general conceptual model for the spatial scaling of beta diversity. The three-592 
dimensional surface shows schematically how varying spatial scales of sampling grain and study 593 
extent might influence beta diversity. Here, ‘beta diversity’ is depicted on the vertical axis as one 594 
minus the multiple-site Sørensen index (Baselga, 2010b; Chao et al., 2012), but alternative scaling 595 
relationships could be depicted for Whittaker’s beta (Whittaker, 1960), the effective number of 596 
compositionally-dissimilar sampling units (Tuomisto, 2010a), or other metrics. The surface 597 
interpolates between three two-dimensional ‘slices’ that represent conceptually different forms of 598 
the beta scaling relationship, depending on whether (a) grain is fixed and extent is allowed to vary, 599 
(b) extent is fixed and grain is allowed to vary, or (c) grain and extent are allowed to vary together 600 
in the sense of a ‘sliding window’ of spatial observation. 601 
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